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Abstract 

Robotic software developers may need to use 

different component-based software frameworks, 

such as ROS, OPROS and OpenRTM, for 

developing intelligent robots, but then face 

challenges with interoperability, code 

maintainability and reusability over multiple 

frameworks. In this paper, we present a design 

and implementation of the robot manager 

software for our robotic software framework, 

which helps to integrate different programming 

frameworks easily, and to minimize the impact 

of different frameworks and new versions. We 

have designed the robot manager to fulfil the 

following four specifications: interoperability, 

compatibility, heterogeneous systems, and 

Application Program Interface (API) abstraction. 

The proposed framework allows us to use 

different applications with various components 

from different frameworks. It also supports 

communication between heterogeneous robot 

systems. For an evaluation case study, we have 

developed two different robot systems, which 

cooperate with each other using our robotic 

software framework, which in turn integrates 

components from different frameworks. We 

report on our evaluation of the effectiveness of 

the four design specifications of the robot 

manager. 

 

1 Introduction 

 Building intelligent service robotic system requires 

integration of many technologies such as image 

processing, speech processing, precise control, and sensor 

fusion. Developing each technology takes considerable 

development effort, but integration may require 

significantly more effort [Ahn et al., 2008]. To reduce 

these efforts, we use component-based software 

frameworks [Bruyninckx et al., 2013] such as ROS 

[Quigley et al., 2009], OPROS [Jang et al., 2010], 

Open-RTM [Noriaki et al., 2008], and ROCOS 

[Jayawardena et al., 2012]. These provide a modular 

approach to building complex robotic systems in terms of 

functionalities, libraries and tools created as software 

modules, allowing developers to easily reuse theirs and 

others’ code. 

 However, researchers must re-write intelligent 

components and applications in different ways to transfer 

them from one framework to another [Lee et al., 2014a]. 

Some researchers have developed techniques for 

interoperating between two frameworks, such as 

ROS-OpenRTM [Biggs et al., 2010] and ROS-OPROS 

[Jang., et al., 2012]. But these methods provide only 

one-to-one interaction between the frameworks by 

translating the messages through custom bridging 

software. Furthermore, in order to develop these bridges, 

the developer is still required to understand the concepts 

of both frameworks. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Multi-robot systems with the UoA robotic 

software framework. The left robot is a receptionist 

robot to direct patients to the required healthcare 

services. The right robot is an assistant robot help 

patients to measure vital signs data, such as blood 

pressure, blood oxygen saturation and pulse rates.  



 Recently, there has been increasing interest in 

formalizing the process for robot development. YARP is a 

library that provides communication protocols for 

different robotic applications [Metta et al., 2006]. 

However beyond providing communication protocols to 

be used between the frameworks, YARP is limited in that 

the semantic of mapping different frameworks must be 

defined manually. Rosbridge [Crick et al., 2012] uses a 

generic WebSocket/JSON interface to communicate with 

the ROS environment. However, the developer must 

understand the semantics of the ROS framework. In our 

previous research, we have designed a University of 

Auckland (UoA) Robotic Software Framework, which 

helps integrate different programming frameworks easily, 

and minimizes the impact of framework differences and 

new versions. We have designed the high-level API for 

the application, which does not require modification of 

the application when it calls different components from 

different software frameworks [Lee et al., 2014a]. Also, 

we can use the same API for multiple applications written 

in different programming languages. The UoA Robotic 

Software Framework supports connections to external 

systems, such as smart home systems and our sensor 

manager system that manages various sensor devices [Lee 

et al., 2014b]. 

 In this paper, we focus on the design and use of the robot 

manager system, which is a core component of the UoA 

Robotic Software Framework. The robot manager 

orchestrates the connections between different 

applications and different frameworks. The robot manager 

translates the requests from applications using the 

designed API and calls appropriate components of 

different frameworks based on a configuration file, which 

includes a user-defined priority table of components. It 

makes it easy for a developer to build intelligent robot 

systems while minimizing code changes. The robot 

manager also supports communication with other systems, 

such as robots and environmental systems. We have 

developed a case study with two different robots that 

cooperate to help people, and we have evaluated the 

effectiveness of the proposed system.  

 This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 

introduce our robotic software framework. In Section 3, 

we explain the robot manager’s four modules. We present 

the system integration in Section 4, and evaluations in 

Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6. 

 

2 UoA Robotic Software Framework  

2.1 Motivation 

 The motivation of our framework is to increase 

reusability of components of different frameworks 

allowing the different researchers and developers to easily 

utilise works done by other people. There a number of 

frameworks used by multiple groups, such as OROCOS, 

OPROS, OpenRTM, and ROS, each following its own 

protocols and standards, yet with many similarities. While 

there are sets of standards for robotic framework 

protocols such as the RT group, which OpenRTM is 

based on, other frameworks such as ROS are not 

standardized [Noriaki et al., 2005]. In addition, each 

framework runs in a specific operating environment, for 

example, ROS runs mainly on Ubuntu/Linux, and 

ROCOS runs mainly on Windows. With different 

organizations using their own frameworks, components 

developed in one framework must be rewritten for the 

component to be used in another framework. This can be 

quite difficult and requires considerable development 

effort, as mentioned above.  

 A problem with using frameworks is that they often turn 

into legacy systems; the software continuing to be used, 

despite the availability of newer technologies and more 

efficient methods of performing a task. It is often difficult 

to support backward compatibility from new versions of 

the frameworks. Therefore with legacy code, the 

developers will be either restricted to using the old 

framework or required to resource the effort of rewriting 

all components to suit the new framework. 

 Each framework consists of different semantics and 

therefore, has a different associated learning curve. In 

order to rewrite the components to work in a different 

framework, developers will be required to learn the 

different semantics, concepts and functionalities 

associated with the new framework, and also may be 

required to map these concepts together in order to 

provide the same component services as in the original 

framework. For example, OpenRTM has a built-in 

Finite-State Machine (FSM) mechanism. If a component 

from OpenRTM must be translated into ROS, then the 

FSM feature must be implemented in the process of 

translation. Such semantic mapping can take a lot of 

development effort and therefore, can be problematic 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Architecture of the UoA Robotic Software 

Framework. It consists of three layers; an application 

layer, a robot manager layer, and a components layer 

that includes various frameworks.  



when a large number of features from one framework 

must be used in integration with another framework.  

2.2 Concept of the Framework  

 The main goal of our framework is to allow 

interoperation between existing component-based 

frameworks and reduce the effort of having to use 

multiple frameworks. For our design, we must consider 

various aspects such as usability and scalability that not 

only allow developers to control robot hardware using 

components from any frameworks, but also allow 

developers to easily add components of other frameworks 

in the future. In addition, it is also important to define 

methods to dynamically classify and monitor the 

connected robot frameworks and the data channels used. 

For this, our design includes the following functions. 

2.2.1 Interoperability  

 The robotic application should be able to choose 

components from any available framework connected to 

the robot manager and use its component services. Also, 

the robot manager is required to determine the 

compatibility for any services that have dependent 

components. 

2.2.2 Compatibility  

 The robot manager framework should not be restricted to 

a specific platform or environment but rather should 

function in multiple platforms and environments. By 

allowing interoperation of multiple frameworks, we can 

effectively eliminate the need for creating several versions 

of components to match the requirements of different 

frameworks.  

2.2.3 Heterogeneous system  

 Any kind of application should be able to access our 

framework from any operating environment. This also 

requires the communication protocol to be implemented 

for any languages and any operating environment. This 

includes supporting multi-robot systems.  

2.2.4 API abstraction 

 The APIs should provide a method for applications to 

use components without having to rely on component 

specific feature names, so that if the application needs to 

use the same function in a different framework, the 

application software wouldn’t require code modification. 

By providing a high level API, we are able to reduce the 

user’s effort of having to learn each framework’s 

semantics. 

2.3 Design of Framework  

 Fig. 2 shows the UoA Robotic Software Framework 

architecture, which consists of three layers; an application 

layer, a robot manager layer, and a components layer [Lee 

et al., 2014a]. In the application layer, various 

applications are executed based on workflows. The 

application is able to interact with the robot manager 

using a predefined API and a combination of WebSocket 

connections and JSON messages [Lee et al., 2014a] 

[Crick et al., 2012]. The robot manager is responsible for 

monitoring, mapping and channelling the communication 

among the components of different frameworks. The 

robot manager uses bridges for communicating with 

components. The component layer includes software 

frameworks, robot platforms, and external systems such 

as home automation systems and a sensor system. The 

components of different frameworks are able to provide 

interaction with the robot manager layer through bridges, 

which provide translations of the internal communication 

of the framework to a generic format and vice versa.  

 

3 Robot Manager  

 The robot manager provides three key functionalities; 1) 

managing status of each connected framework, 2) 

mapping a higher level API to framework components, 3) 

transferring data among frameworks. In order to cover 

these functionalities the robot manager is divided into 

four modules each implementing solutions to respective 

functionalities: a robot manager core, API, a configuration 

file, and bridges.  

3.1 Robot Manager Core  

 The robot manager core is responsible for managing the 

status of each connection, and setting up the 

communication channel for the application to use. This is 

done by a map of connections; a connection will be 

registered once the communication channel is established 

and ready to be used. It also keeps track of the run-time 

status of each bridge and which dataflow belongs to 

which bridge. The messaging in the robot manager layer 

uses JSON format as a generic form of communication 

between the frameworks. 

3.2 API Design  

 In order to provide the applications with a high level 

abstract API, we have designed API sets and protocols for 

the UoA Robotic Software Framework. We have based 

our design on an analysis of API structures and protocols 

of existing systems. For our version of the API, we have 

chosen three different robotic frameworks to analyse; 

ROS, ROCOS, and OpenRTM. The key required 

elements were arguments that establish a data port, and 

the message types required for input and output. Another 

reason we chose these elements was because each 

framework has its own unique representative model and 

standards; ROS using a home-made channel model, 

OpenRTM following the RT standard using CORBA/ICE 

for communication and ROCOS using plain messaging.  

3.3 Configuration File  

 The configuration file is responsible for mapping the 

higher level API to the framework-specific API. The 

configuration file contains a logical table implemented in 

XML and listing available robotic components for each 

robotic framework. Each table entry specifies priorities, 

required input arguments and outputs to each component 



that is connected to the bridge, in order to enable the 

connection to the components to be established. Finally, 

the bridge is responsible for translating from the message 

format used in each framework into generic JSON format. 

The bridge translates the messages by consuming the 

generic JSON messaging to establish a connection and 

send data to the specific framework. In addition, it is able 

to do the reverse operation turning the framework specific 

data into the generic JSON format to be later handled by 

the robot manager core.  

3.4 Bridges  

 The bridges are responsible for two main functions; 

finding out if a requested component exists within the 

framework, and translating the generic robot manager 

protocols to the targeted framework protocols. The 

process will be further explained in the next section 

regarding interoperation of the components. The bridges 

implement the semantics of the respective frameworks 

such that, from the application’s perspective, it is shown 

as a simple input and output socket port that can be used 

to receive or send data flows. Therefore, through 

interoperation, the application/component can use another 

framework’s component without having to know about 

the semantics of that framework. The bridges are also 

created to be modular and can be placed running on a 

different machine from the central robot manager core. 

Furthermore, while the bridges have been implemented in 

Java for our experimental purpose, they can be 

implemented in any other programming languages on any 

platforms as long as they have the ability to support the 

communication logic used by the robot manager.  

3.5 Interoperation of components  

 Fig. 3 shows the overall procedure of interoperation 

between an application and frameworks. If the robot 

manager receives a request message for initialization from 

the application, it checks dependencies using the 

API-frameworks map in the configuration file. Then, the 

robot manager goes through the validation cycle checking 

the compatibility of input of the depending element and 

the output of the dependent component. From this process, 

we can update the API-frameworks map with valid 

connections.  

 When the application calls the API to execute some 

intelligent module, the robot manager establishes 

appropriate connections based on the map in the 

configuration file. For example, when we call the API for 

a face detection module, the robot manager finds the 

camera image output and face detection component, 

which are able to communicate with each other, by 

checking message structures between the input and the 

output of component dependencies. The required 

dependencies are defined in the configuration file. If robot 

manager finds an appropriate combination, it connects 

them. Otherwise, it returns a failure response to the 

application. The robot manager can establish and manage 

multiple connections at the same time.  

 When the connection is established, a component can 

use the data output until it is disconnected. The robot 

manager checks the connections regularly, and reports the 

status to the application. For example, if the speech 

 
 

Fig. 3. Overall procedure of interoperation between an application and frameworks. The request from the application goes to the 

appropriate framework through the robot manager and related bridge.  



recognition component of the ROS framework recognizes 

what the human user said, the ROS bridge sends the result 

to the application through the robot manager.  

 

4 System Integration  

 We have developed a multi-robot system using two 

robot platforms: iRobi and Cafero, which are shown in 

Fig. 1. Both robots are developed by Yujin Robot in 

South Korea. The iRobi robot is smaller in size measuring 

45x32x32cm and weighing 7 kg. iRobiQ has a child voice 

using Yujin’s voice generation engine. The role of the 

iRobi robot has been designed as a receptionist robot to 

direct patients to the required healthcare services.  

 The Cafero robot is a kiosk type robot platform 1.2 

metres high, also developed by Yujin Robot [Ahn et al., 

2015]. It has a tiltable touchscreen, microphones, 

ultrasonic sensors, bumper sensors, and a laser range 

finder. A touch screen helps interactions by showing 

messages or pictures and accepts inputs through the touch 

screen. The role of the Cafero robot has been designed as 

an assistant robot to help patients to measure vital signs 

data, such as blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation and 

pulse rate.  

 Fig. 4 shows the system diagram of two robot systems 

using different kinds of components from different 

services. We have developed the iRobi application using 

Flex/ActionScript 3.0. iRobi uses four components from 

three SW frameworks; speech recognition from ROS, face 

detection from OpenRTM, and speech generation and 

sound direction detection from ROCOS. We developed 

the assistant robot application using HTML5 and 

Javascript. The Assistant robot uses two components from 

two SW frameworks; face detection from OpenRTM, and 

speech generation with Festival voice generation engine 

from ROCOS. 

  

5 Evaluations  

 To evaluate how well our framework satisfies the four 

key specifications, we have measured the performance of 

our framework. This also allows us to evaluate how 

applicable our framework is in robotics applications that 

often require real time performance in terms of 

communication and processing. To measure the 

performance, the latency of each layer was measured by 

taking timestamps at each interface. The timestamp 

functions used were native to the respective language 

used in the development, such as Java, JavaScript, and 

ActionScript, and was measured to the nearest 

millisecond that JavaScript provided. For the receptionist 

robot, both OpenRTM and ROCOS ran inside the iRobi 

robot while ROS was running on a separate Linux laptop 

and was wirelessly communicating with the robot to 

provide speech recognition. Likewise for the assistant 

robot, both of the used frameworks ran on the Cafero 

robot to provide its vital sign measuring service and for 

TABLE I. Shows various software programs used in 

the development. While all these components have 

their own specific software requirements, we were able 

to integrate them using our UOA Framework to create 

our robot systems (assistant robot and receptionist 

robot) without having to change the existing code to 

allow interoperations.   

 

Comoponents Framework 
Targetted OS 

Platform 

Implementation 

Language 

Face Detection OpenRTM Windows C++ 

Speech 

Recognition 
ROS Linux 

Python (the 

wrapper) 

C++ (Engine) 

Speech 

Generation 
ROCOS Windows C++(Wrapper) 

Healthcare 

Measuring 

Devices 

ROCOS Windows C++ 

Receptionist 

Robot 

Application 

--- Windows 
Flex/ 

ActionScript 

Assistant 

Robot 

Application 

--- 
Platform 

Independant 

HTML/ 

JavaScript 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. System diagram of a multi-robot system. A receptionist robot uses four components from three software frameworks, ROS, 

OpenRTM, and ROCOS based on the iRobi robot platform. An assistant robot uses two components from two software frameworks, 

OpenRTM and ROCOS based on the Cafero robot platform. 



detecting the face of the patients.  

 As a result, the robots acted according to the designed 

workflow providing services as requested. In a local 

environment, the latency of each layer and the overall 

layer was less than 1 millisecond and was constant 

throughout the delivery of the component service, 

showing the potential to carry out real-time services. For 

wireless communication, the latency has shown a wide 

range from 10ms to as large as 1 second. However, this 

latency is likely due to the overhead of using wireless 

communication. This just means that our framework 

requires some kind of real time control mechanism to 

allow messaging to be done in real time. Otherwise our 

experiments have shown how our key specifications have 

been met. 

5.1 Interoperability  

 Through our scenario study, we have integrated 

components from different existing robotics frameworks: 

ROS, OpenRTM and ROCOS. As required by the work 

flow, the robots were able to detect human faces using 

OpenRTM’s face detection component, and to speak 

predefined sentences using ROCOS’s speech generation 

component. As an additional feature, receptionist robots 

were able to communicate with human speech through 

ROS’s speech recognition and give feedback according to 

the workflow. The assistant robot was able to use a vital 

signs measuring component from ROCOS. The robot 

manager was able to both subscribe (receive the data) and 

also publish (output data) from each of the available 

frameworks using a common semantic interface. The data 

from each of the components’ outputs was processed by 

our robot’s application. From the results, we confirmed 

that the robot manager framework is able to fulfil the 

criteria of interoperability by using multiple components 

from different frameworks. However we have yet to 

evaluate the dependency checking of the frameworks. 

5.2 Compatibility 

 We developed two different applications, which operate 

in two different environments; the Flex application 

(executed solely in the Windows environment), and the 

HTML5/ JavaScript application (executed in web 

browsers in both Windows and Linux environments). 

Both applications are used to implement the control logic 

of the robotic systems through our framework by 

connecting to the robot manager and accessing 

components. This interaction was allowed due to our use 

of a generic interface (WebSockets and JSON messaging) 

which is included in many software development 

languages and environment, allowing simple integration 

between frameworks. The robot manager is also able to 

provide services that are derived in different environments 

such as a speech recognition service from the Linux 

environment. Therefore, we have confirmed that our 

framework is able to fulfil the requirement of the second 

design concept, compatibility. In addition, we are able to 

achieve reusability of the configuration file as our both of 

our software applications utilise the same configurations 

for any common components. In our experiment, both the 

Cafero robot and the iRobi robot utilise the face detection 

component from OpenRTM and therefore use the same 

configuration data in the configuration file. 

5.3 Support for heterogeneous platforms  

 Our implementation of robot manager allowed us to 

utilise existing components and applications created on 

various platforms.  Components are usually restricted by 

their software platform due to the dependency that is 

usually associated with the platform. However by using 

our framework we were able to create our robotic system 

without having to change the existing code of each 

component. Table I shows the components and their 

software specification. While some components have 

different specifications we were able to create different 

applications without having to add any extra code 

modification.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Shows portion of configuration XML that was used to 

define the functionalities used in the applications. The 

applications developed in the robots uses the same high level 

API which abstracts the lower level framework-specific function 

calls. 

<API name="SpeechText"> 

<!--for ROCOS--> 

  <component name="PlayTTS" dependency="" Package="ROCOS"> 
    <inputs> 

      <param name="text" datatype="service" type="PlayTTS"/> 

    </inputs> 
    <outputs> 

    </outputs> 

  </component> 
  <component name="Festival" dependency="" Package="ROCOS"> 

    <inputs> 

      <param name="text" datatype="service" type="FestivalSay"/> 
    </inputs> 

    <outputs> 

    </outputs> 
  </component> 

</API><!--Speech recognition--> 

<API name="speechToString"> 
<!--for ROS--> 

  <component name="/recognizer/output:std_msgs/String" 

dependency="" Package="ROS"> 

    <inputs>  

    </inputs> 

    <outputs> 
        <param name="Text" type="std_msgs.String" 

argument="/recognizer/output" dataType="dataout"/> 

    </outputs> 
  </component> 

</API> 

 
<!--FaceDetection--> 

<API name="FaceDetection"> 
<!--for OpenRTM--> 

  <component name="Point2D" dependency="" Package="openRTM"> 

    <inputs> 
    </inputs> 

    <outputs> 

      <param name="point" type="Point2D" dataType="dataout"/> 
    </outputs> 

  </component> 

</API> 
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5.4 API Abstraction 

 We have provided API abstraction through using our 

configuration table that maps the high level API name. 

Fig 5 shows a portion of the XML configuration file 

which allows the generic communication to occur using 

JSON messaging. These messages do not contain 

additional parameters required by each framework, 

allowing each of the function calls to be independent of 

the framework of the components. These additional 

parameters are all defined in the configuration file, which 

focuses on the idea of separation of concerns, a key idea 

in reusability. Fig 6. shows the experimental scenario 

procedure and shows how the message is transformed 

from generic protocols, which is independent of the 

additional parameters used to connect with the 

corresponding frameworks. Through this API abstraction 

we are able to achieve reuse of application software by 

using different types of speech functions. The Cafero 

robot uses a New Zealand accented voice as 

text-to-speech implemented in Festival while iRobi uses 

the speech generation engine developed by robot 

manufacturer, Yujin. Through the use of our framework, 

we are easily able to change voices without changing the 

code, as the same interface is used, which reduces the 

effort for application developers. From these results, we 

are able to confirm that our UoA Robotic Software 

Framework satisfies the last design concept, API 

abstraction. 

 

6 Conclusions  

 In this paper, we have described the design and 
implementation of the UoA Robotic Software Framework 
that allows applications to use multiple components from 
different frameworks and use them in interoperation. Our 
framework design incorporates the design of APIs, 
control procedures and architecture in order to fulfil the 
four key specifications including interoperability, 
compatibility, heterogeneous system, and API abstraction. 
We have applied our framework to a multi-robot 
application with two kinds of healthcare robot systems, 
which have been implemented in different programming 
languages and use components from different frameworks. 
From the experiment, we have confirmed that the 
proposed framework satisfied the four design concepts, 
which enables researchers and developers to save effort 
when building intelligent robots. The current limitation of 
our framework is that it only supports WebSockets as the 
transport mechanism which can be quite slow if each 
message were to be large in size. To address this issue, we 
are planning to add more types of transport mechanisms 
such as TCP or UDP which will help the applications in 
meeting their operational requirements. We are also 
planning to apply other software evaluation methods such 
as software reusability metrics to analyse the quantitative 
benefit of our system and ensure that the benefits are 
delivered. This could also be compared with other 
existing frameworks. Finally, we plan on extending our 
framework by developing more bridges to allow 
applications to use more component services. Also, we 
will develop an easy to use programming toolkit for our 
framework to enhance usability. Future work such as 
usability trials will show the benefits to developer’s effort 
in creating robotic applications. A usability test can be 
designed by first analysing the usability experience of 
existing frameworks, which could be compared with the 
usability experience of our framework. This will allow us 
to identify and compare different learning curves 
associated with using different frameworks and whether 
the use of our framework simplifies the process of 
accessing component functionalities. The project can be 
made into an Open Source project, once such validations 
are made. 
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